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Reforming
Mentalities

Decision 2008: Debating and Waiting

BY KAIRIHA BRAMHA11
(ontributinj writ*

Pete Barley's son once
wrapped tin foil around his
head while watching TV so the
CIA couldn't read his thoughts
through the TV station.
His son once took his hands
off the wheel while driving
and crashed into a sedan to
determine whether he was awake
or dreaming
His son broke into the
neighbors' house to take a bubble
bath and was later arrested and
charged with two felonies.
According to Earley. his son
is no criminal; he is mentally ill.
Earley,
an
author,
Pultizer
finalist
and
a
former
reporter
for
The
Washington Post, came to JMU
Friday morning as the keynote
speaker for "Social Work
Celebration 2008." The event
brought social work students
and the community together
in celebration of National
Professional Social Work Month.
"Families go through horrific
things with children who have
mental disorders," Earley said.
* But the person who really suffers
is the person who is sick."
Before his son was arrested,
a policeman promptly informed
Earley that although his son,
Mike, was clearly psychotic, he
would be taken to jail unless he
claimed Mike was an 'imminent
danger,' meaning his son had
threatened to kill either himself
or Earley.
Earley, a Fairfax County, Va.
resident, took his advice and
lied. Mike's stay at a hospital
was short and Virginia laws
eventually caught up to them.
Mike was arrested.
The arrest of Earley s son led
the Fairfax County resident to
Miami. Once there, Earley would
go to Miami-Dade County Jail to
investigate the ongoing trend
of hiding many of the nation's
mentally ill in jails. What the
former investigative reporter
was going to find on Floor Nine,
where they keep the mentally ill
inmates, would remind him of
medieval times.
"1 saw terrified, angry,
runfused men, most of them
completely naked," Earley said
of the section coined the "suicide
wing." The air was filled with
disgusting human smells and
the cells were kept bone-chilling
cold. Many of the men squatted
in the corners of their cells,
shivering. Some drank from
stained toilets."
All the while the officers,
who lacked training in working
with mentally ill prisoners,
carried on conversations and
laughed among themselves
and sometimes fed inmates
sandwiches to "shut them up"
when they became loud.
Today there are 365,000
people with mental disorders
occupying jail cells and only
55,000 in mental hospitals.
Officers have no training to care
for them and there is no funding
in prisons to treat them.
Earley shadowed
many
inmates in Miami over the course
of 10 months.
Earley writes about the
struggles of these people and
his son in his non-fiction book,
"Crazy: A Father's Search
Through
America's Mental
Health Madness."
Senior social work major
Brittany Horak jumped in line to
purchase his book and thanked
Earley for sharing his story.
"I was brought to tears
after hearing what he went
through with his son and what
he witnessed on Floor Nine,"
Horak said. "These people are
treated like they're less than
animals."
Pat Hostetter Martin, 65,
of Harrisonburg said she could
relate to having a son with a
mental disorder.
"I was moved by Earley's
speech but came away not very
hopeful because our society hasn't
made a commitment to treat
these people," said Hostetter, an
employee of Community Creeks,
a therapeutic community for
people with mental illness.
"There is a large segment
of society that doesn't have any
rights. We need to change our
priorities politically "
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an apartment complex adjacent to the future
building, likes the idea.
"I think it's a good idea to offer upscale
Contractors began work on the new housing off campus," he said. "I'm sure some
Shoppes and Residences March 24, at 865 people would be willing to pay more for the
East near the intersection of Devon Lane extra luxury. I'd live there."
Rent prices will be noticeably higher at
and Port Republic Road. This seven-story
high-rise will be the first of its kind in the Shoppes and Residences at 865 East. But
Dan Hammond believes the rooms will be
Harrisonburg.
The official groundbreaking ceremony is well worth the cost.
"Something like this has
setforAprih6. Clearing
never been done before," he
and excavating work
said.
"If someone is willing
has already started on
to pay for more upscale
the property in order to
accommodations,
the
prepare for the building
views, the security of the
to begin.
building,
and
its
proximity
The building will
to campus, they will find
provide
luxurious,
themselves very happy with
upscale,
student
these new apartments."
housing on the top five
The
building
will
floors, about 16,000
be the first high-rise in
square feet of retail
KHKJ DODOVttff phhanjba
Harrisonburg to use Rspace on the ground
5 zoning, which allows
floor, and a large walkbuildings above three stories. With all recent
out basement.
"There will be 274 bedrooms spread out and projected growth at JMU, Alex Adjei. the
over 96 individual units," said Jamie Porter, coordinator of Off-Campus Life, believes ibat
high-rise construction may become more
marketing director for the development.
Since the building will add more traffic to common.
"Unless the city can continue to expand
Port Republic Road, plans are in the works for
adding an extra right turn lane onto Devon outwards, we will have no other choice
Lane and the facility will have a right turn in, than to expand upwards," Adjei said. "I-ind
availability is decreasing fast."
right turn out onto Port Republic Road.
Hammond believes his new development
Dan Hammond, president of Hammond
Asset Management, said the apartments will may even lesson the current strain of traffic.
be available to students in August 2009.
KhalidNadim, a resident of the Commons,
WrHGHIrSf poftS
(oMlhutmi writer
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Buses tilled up WeoWdoy in supporl ol Ho Drive Day JMU student!
»ere enisuroged lo caipool, ride the bus, bicycle or walk lo and horn
campus lo promote alternatives to gas consumption and heavy traffic
Bus riders could redeem a raffle tklcet lor a T-shirt reading 'Hide Me.'

Bain Making "Fast" Recovery
Star field hockey player moved to care of Bryn Mawr Brain Injury Unit
BY TIM CHAT MAN
DM IfMit

Sophomori Mtohan Bain h mowing from being struck bv a (or an
March IS. She wfftrad facial fracturei and a stvtra brain bruiw

Antoinette Lucas is a bit more upbeat than sin waj
two weeks ago. The JMU field hockey coach's star player
had been struck by a car and had to be medivared to the
hospital. Lucas was optimistic Tuesda> when she said
that sophomore Meghan Bain is recovering taster than
expected.
This kid could have been killed 16 days ago." JMU
field hockey coach Antoinette Lucas said in a phone
interview Tuesday. The doctors can't believe she is iboot
to be discharged."
After suffering multiple facial fractures and severe
bruising to the frontal lobe of her brain, bain Wtj rccenth
transferred from the University of Virginia Hospital to
the Bryn Mawr Rehab Hospital in Malvern, Pa.
A car struck Bain on March 15 at about 1 a.m. as
she was crossing Neff Avenue, near the entrance to the
Stone Gate Apartments The Harrisonburg Rescue Squid
treated her before she was lifted to UVA.
No charges have been filed against (>nMMI old

Ilsin Long Ihuang. the driver of the luo.i Toyota M d m
involved in the accident.
"Every day she's healed faster than vov'd ex] ect,'
I.mas said Swelling's gone down in her tan- and * 11 ■ fractures are healing '
Her father. Bryan, said in 1 phone Interview
Wednesday that Meghan will be released next hi I )
and will begin an outpatient rehabilitation program in
her hometown of Berlin N.J.
Bain was gradually taken olf medications and OUl ol
I medically induced coma over a period ot sewn to eight
days at UVA, according to Lucas she was moved to Bryn
Mawr because of the specialty with its Brain Injury Unit
and since it is less than .\\\ hour and a halt awa\ tiom
Berlin.
"She doesn't appeal to have any permanent brain
damage," Bryan said. "She's very fortunate th.it the
I emergency medical technicians | got toher80QjuicMY,| ive
her the perfect treatment and the right nwdkaHoni
Lucas planned on speaking with Bain on Wed I
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg
community. Comments andcomplaints should be addressed to TimChapman,
editor.
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Ads Manager:
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As.st.Ads

In the March 31 issue of The Breeze, Cassie Potler's last name was
spelled incorrectly in two photo bylines.

In the March 31 issue of The Breeze, the article "Ensemble's season ends
right on pointe" incorrectly noted the dates of the performances, ticket
fnces, names of student choreographers and reference to the director,
or a more detailed correction, please refer to "Letters to the Editor"
found on page 8.
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CLASSIFIEDS

a classified:
— Go to uiiw.thebreeye.oni and dick on the classified link or conic into the office weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words. $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified.
$10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ie Breeze office.

Rocktown Grill

The Best Wings in Town!

Unique Sails

ITS SHOW TIME!

540-442-8883

Fri 4th - College Bluegrass w/ Steep Canyon Rangers 8pm followed by the Hackens Boys! 18+ Show

MM Kef Avenue
(Next to Caesir's)

Sat 5th - Souler Coaster - Dance Band from Richmond
Coming Soon
Mon 7th - "Boombox" Electronic Rock Dance Disco by
Zion Godchaux (Grateful Dead Off Spring) & Techno
Wizard Russ Randolph 18+ Show with Special Guest
- The Chuck Shaffer Picture Show

hllStttll
HB-flJ

Gtl F.1I Set Us.ii - Ul

Mulcart - 512

C(lli<iidF/lf-$25

ftihirt - ill

Tue 8th - SOJA - Reggae 18+
Wed 9th - Zoso the Ultimate Zepplin
Experience - 10pm

Gil Pill Stt Pnitttil

Mm' A rtii Cimkt

S30

fiiU Wiitt Set ■ J35

Gtl fill tnitr •«•
Dtlue Ptiicitt - JJ5

Thur 10th - Zoso Special 5:30pm Concert! 18+
All You Can Eat- Every Mon - Mexi 81 Tue - Pasta w/ salad and bread
Wed - 30 cent wings
Fri - Dinner Buy One. Get One

JWif this iH !■■ reciere J2 OFF!

THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
CONGRATULATES ITS OUTSTANDING STUDENTS FOR 2008
Looking for the perfect way to ,)
congratulate a graduate?
Want to capitalize on
the Graduation Weekend
craziness?

]
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Dean's (Hitstandinn Senior Recognition Award
Biology Department
Kathenne KpOM
Chemistry Department
Kevin Jellerson
Geology a\ Environmental Science Department
Lisa 1 M.razia
Mathematics Sc Statistics Department
Charell Winglield
Physics Department
Jonathan Wynck
Biology Department
Th-Beta Outstanding Junior Award
Beth Anne Kimmitl
Margaret A. Gordon Memorial Scholarship
Jaime ( amphell
Brooke Brehm
Melanie Sehallei
Kathenne KR)M
Rebecca Moore
Norlyn L. Bodkin Scholarship for Arboretum
And Botanical Field Studies
Karl Gorzelnik
Excellence in Biology
Eric I einslein
Sara Vannello
Melanie Schaffer
Sarah nV
Kathenne Kross
|oshuj Yoo
Excellence in Teaching
Justin Aulrv
Jessica Jackson
Melanie S haller
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ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE'S

GRADUATION GUIDE
APRIL 24TH!
Call now to reserve your space!

liehest Academic Achievement Award
I behest
reinstein

!

Malhematus and Statistics Department
J. Emmert Ikenberry Mathematics Prize
Dustin B. I Eevenei
chji.ll t Wingfiald
1DLS Mathematics Award
Michelle f Bi'arJmore
Statistics Minor Award
Kathenne Yung Wheeler
William II Christmas, 111
Future Teacher Award
c hand I Wmgheld
Mathematics & Statistics Research Award
Jorge L. Bruno
( alhe Anne Johnson
Benjamin l.caid
Statistics Major Award
Duslin It. HeVtlaM
METRON Applied Mathematics Award
< athenne Sang Mae Schwartz

Chemistry and Biochemistry Department
Service Award
Stephanie IbKivia
J. W. Chappell Scholarship
Nicholas I higan
Jean Dreyfus Scholarship
Adam Colbert
R. D. Cool Award
leii'Tiu I [arris
Donna S Amenta Award
Marita I awiei
J. W. Chappell Award
Patru k turner
Hypercube Scholar
Mjitlien ROM
American Institute of Chemists Award
I.mdsev I'.ittison
Degosch America Award
Wesley Storm
ACS-Merck Award
Kevin Jellfi
( .'-.ilogy and Environmental Science Department
Outstanding Geology Senior Award
I iM !*••( aa/ia
-■' i ftkob
Wilhur I Hamsberger field Geology Scholarship
Andrew I lawlana
Alison MacDonald Doherty Research Scholarship
I auri Kohinette
Catherine King-Fraziei Scholarship
Kevin ( ib i
Philip R. Cosminsky Service Award
Blair Benson
W A I'arr Award
Sean Poiw
Physics and Astronomy IX'parlment
Alumni, faculty Scholarship
Lori A. |.i«kv>n
Henry W. Leap Scholarship
l.ok-kun I. Isui
I than I' Roaenthal
Dr. Raymond A. & Elizabeth A. Serway Physics Scholarship
Jamey k Szalay
Suzanne E. Lynch
Sean I O'Brien
|ohn \ kc Hi .
Outstanding Junior Physics Major
Lok-kunl Km
Outstanding Senior Physics Major
Jonathan I . Wvn. K
I'hysu s Department Service Award
( hebjej B l.inmln
Physics Department Research Award
Laurence A Lewi
Daniel C Kelly
I in T I litppmann
D.inicll Amnn
Physics Undergraduate Research Symposium Award
ISt pla.e- I aurence A Lewi*
2nd place Daniel) i K.IK
kd place-Robert A Messier, III
4th place - I ok-kun L Isui
-r-

Editor: Ashton Smith
Editor: Erik Lander
breezenews@thebreeze.org
(540) 568-8041
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Alcohol
Ad Ban
Reversed
Alcohol ads will now be
featured in UVA's Cavalier
Daily and Va. Tech's Collegiate
Times after a judge ruled that
it was hindering ad sales and
that the ads did not persuade
students to drink illegally.
The American Civil Liberties Union represented the two
papers in the case against the
Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control.
ABC regulations stated that
a college newspaper is not permitted to advertise beer, wine
or mixed beverages except in
reference to a dining establishment. However, it was seen in
court as a violation of the First
Amendment.
The Amendment states
that the government cannot
solve a problem by restricting
free speech unless it can prove
that the restriction can or has
solved the problem.
The restriction has been in

Chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha
regains charier
The Phi Eta Zeta chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha will regaintheir charter I Kick this semester
after losing it due to alcohol violatioas they received bock in 1997.
To regain the charter, the
chapter had to meet requirements
in a series of 14 standards established by the national organization. These standards include:
having Ho percent of men active
in extracurriauar events, having a
(.PA higher than the all-men's average for the campus, and havnig
membership equal to the average
for the campus.
lambda Chi became a recognized colony in 2005, but faced
limitations as to what they could
do, such as being excluded from
voting in certain Inner Fratnernity Council elections.
President Ian Hallada submitted the chartering application
earlier this semester and it should
be finalized by the end of the semester.
-staff reports

(tfOUKMm/phohi
SlwJents portkinole in o ceremonial bonfire at the Hindu spring festival, Holi, whore they throw colored powder into me fire to help start spring Although temperatures were (hilly, warty ISO people attended the festival lost
Sunday on the commons The Festival was hold by the Mahatmo Gandhi Center for Global NonviolerHe at the (ordinal House

Holi Festival Adds Color to JMU
lYKATlfTHISDEii
Thelreezo
It didn't look like spring when Holi, the Hindu
spring festival, began. With temperatures in the low
40s and threatening gray skies on Sunday, few people
arrived exactly at 2 p.m.
However, the afternoon picked up after an hour as
colors literally began flying following singing, dancing
and a bonfire among a laid-back atmosphere. The second inaugural festival was held by the Mahatma Gandhi
Center for Global Nonviolence at (he Cardinal House.
Helna Patel, a junior and member of International
Student Association, was born in India and lived there
for 12 years.
"We celebrated Holi lots there," she said. "The way
we're doing it here is very similar. It's bringing back
lots of memories."
She joined fellow ISA member senior Geetha
Mathew for a medley of Bollywood dances. While wearing traditional Indian dresses, they said that it was difficult to dance in the cold weather because of their bare
feet. They had also performed the same dance at the
ISA Cultural Fusion Show on Saturday.
As soon as the three girls finished their routine,
they ran for their coats, hardly waiting for applause.
ISA members and friends gathered under a white tent
to get warm, listening to Indian music until the next
part of the festival.
Last year was the first festival, and despite the snow

and freezing temperatures. Bhavesh Mehta said there
were about 200 attendees.
Mehta, a member of the Center's Board of Trustees,
said the festival is a celebration of good over evil that
coincides with the onset of spring.
Other attendees included students, members of the
Center and several generations of Indians from the
Harrisonburg community. Groups socialized while sipping hot drinks together trying to stay warm. They also
purchased traditional Indian food, including pakora.
batter fried vegetables, and samosas, a pastry stuffed
with potatoes and peas.
"We are not just catering to the Indian students,
but all students." said Sushil Mittal. the Center's Director.
"The ceremony is based on mythical stories and
recreates how the fight of good versus evil happened,"
Mehta said. "And we continue to pray it will happen
again and again."
Freshman international affairs major Shivani Bhatt
shivered in her blue sari at the beginning of the event
as she waited to sing the hymn "Mere Prabhu."
Mittal estimated that 150 attended by the end of
the festival. He said they hope to increase attendance
by informing the community earlier.
ISA members spoke about non-violence movements throughout the world, and then focused on the
significance of the Holi Festival.
Freshman international affairs major Ryan Phibrick read, "On the first day of this two-day festival,

bonfires are lit and effigies of Holika |a female demon
representing evil to Hindus) are placed in the center
to represent the triumph of virtue, truth and religion
over evil.
On the second day. people throw colored waters
and powders on each other, as all the usual restrictions of color, caste, creed, age and sex are cast aside
in the general fun and merrymaking."
Because of a state ban on fires, the ceremonial
bonfire in the yard below Cardinal House could not
be lit until 4 p.m. The ceremony included puja, ritual
offerings of placing coconuts, popcorn, incense and
colors in to the fire, and then circling around it.
Students immediately began throwing colors, the
ritual they were all anticipating. Many wore white
shirts or older clothing as they opened the bags of
powdered non-toxic colors.
Some of the adults were calmer as they spread
bright pinks, yellows, and blues on each other's faces.
Everyone had color on them as the celebration slowed
down, though worno* had much more, with faces and
hands darkened by the colortul combinations.
"I can't see," yelled one student whose eyelids
were covered with red powder, as friends ran after
her with other colors.
Another girl's hair perfectly matched her pink
coat.
"Was it worth it?" asked one man.
His friend said. "Yes. it just took awhile to get
there."

It's All Greek to the Student Body
IV CAROLINE C0UIH0YEI
Hie Breeie

Starting this fall, students can
learn to read the works of Aristotle
and Plato in their original form with
the re-introduction of the Greek languageinto the foreign languages department.
Today we cannot survive in this
world without a foreign language,"
said Giuliana Fazzion. the foreign
languages and literatures department
head.
Following the retirement of the
Greek professor in the early '90s,
Greek disappeared from JMU. It will
be reintroduced by Dr. Michael Allain, who taught the 101 course from
'86-88.
Fazzion said the reinstatement
of Greek into the course catalog was
1 collaborative effort of the departments of philosophy and religion, history, and foreign languages, literatures and cultures.
The department of philosophy
and religion wanted to expand the
language opportunities in its classical
studies minor from just Latin, according to Fazzion. Greek is the basis for
understanding the most influential
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thinkers including Aristotle. Plato,
Socrates and Epicurus.
Greek 101 will be offered in the
fall followed by the addition of Greek
102 in spring '09.
"Students will have the chance to
'meet' Plato and all the great Greek
authors," Fazzion said. "They have
been the basis of our civilization."
In response to student demand,
fall 2008 will also be the first semester that Portuguese will be offered at
the intermediate level.
Laura Cambriani, the only Portuguese professor at JMU, taught the
first Portuguese course at JMU this
past fall beginning with three students and ending the semester with
11 students.
"It's a wonderful language," Cambriani said. "When the Brazilian people speak, it sounds like they're singing."
For different reasons, all of her
students are eager to learn the Portuguese language. Learning the language has broken down communication barriers and opened up new
relationships for some of her students.
One student wanted to learn the
language so she could communicate
with her father in his native lan-

guage, while another wanted to speak
the same language as her new Brazilian boyfriend.
'There are many people interested
in the language and the culture who
already stayed in Brazil, and they are
really motivated," Cambriani said.
For others, learning foreign languages increases their post-graduation job opportunities.
Spanish and political science major Megan Cipperly said she majored
in a foreign language to help her
chances of working for naval intelligence.
"Language proficiency is important because it helps people get jobs
when they get into the real world."
Cipperly said.
Portuguese is the official language
of several countries in Europe, South
America, Africa, and South East
Asia.
Portuguese 111, combining 101
and 102, will be offered this summer.
Cambriani hopes to gain enough
interest in Portuguese to establish
a Portuguese table next semester
where students can come once a week
to converse in the language.
"It's important for students to
come and meet different people and
they can practice the language "

Ltwo ttmnrit* rs me tm ******* r^ntoveu professor for next fol
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leport. W4M tied with the Univeisity

^

ol Washington lor the spot The low

Arts and Cinema ond she School of

—i

year, has consistently ranked among

321 wttwors «a field of More

Visual Arts m the CoHege of Arthftac

=*

the best law schools in the country in

than 1 000 candidates

lure ond Urban Studies

schekeseip lee useerwedvete

3
or

Arts into the School of Performing

school, which is celebrating its 221th

the US. News survey.
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Paul's Walk for ALS
■
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-

5K Walk/Run
In Honor of
Paul Massey

A,

'**

Saturday. April 5, 2008
Festival Patio
Start time 11:00am (10:30 check-in)
Registration S10
For more information: www.paulsvvalk.com
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Sponsored by
ALS Association
SOS Advertising

GolookOn.com
)oshua mton House

i™> & Restaurant

James McHone Antique

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian

Lunch: Monday - Saluruav

11:00 a.m. ■ 230 p.m.

Indian Cuisine

Do you know about
The area's most respected electronics retailer,
Crutchfield is famous for its remarkable customer service.
Headquarters are in Charlottesville, but there's a Crutchfield
store right here in Harrisonburg.

We feature outstanding home and car electronics
from top brands like Sony, Denon, Panasonic, Polk Audio,
Boston Acoustics, Samsung, Toshiba, Alpine. Rockford Fosgate,
Canon, Nikon and many more. To see it all, visit crutchfield.com.
For a thrilling demonstration, come in to our store.

Dinner: Monday - Saturday]

5:00 p.m. - 9: JO p.m.

Harrisonburg
location

Dine in or Carry out

v/ v.
;

Looking for the perfect way to
congratulate a graduate?

CRUTCHFIELD
Cloverleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Carton St. • (540) 434-1000

Want to capitalize on
the Graduation Weekend
craziness?

Ug£LC\
in the

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE'S
GRADUATION GUIDE

Wall

30 S. Main St
Next To Jess' Quick Lunch

433-3366
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6

\$®%ms&
(^8H2II
H o o k a h -H o o k a h T o ba ceo !

APRIL 24TH!
Call now to reserve your space!
540.568.6127

rt

7

Bring In This Ad And Get 1 Free Cup With Purchase!
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HIGH-RISE: Apartments to Fix Housing Stress

BAN: Papers can begin publishing
ads after receiving injunction
IAN. from pagi 3
other related alcohol sayings.
ABC banned the running of the ads so that students would not be
influenced to drink based on the promotional ads supporting alcohol
consumption. However, part of ACLU's argument was that half of the
students reading the newspapers were of age.
The papers will begin publishing those ads once the schools receive an injunction.

Interested in
writing?
Interested in what
others are doing?
Interested in telling
stories?

HKHMtlH,frem front
"It's close enough where it's feasible to walk to
campus," he said. The buses are going to increase
their scheduled trips as well. Traffic studies bv
VIXDT say (the new building] will alleviate hca\>
traffic because stores and restaurants will be so
close by. Instead of people driving to these places,
they can just walk there."
As James Madison University continues to
expand - by 2010 there will be an estimated
21,500 undergraduates - the demand for offcampus housing will hit new highs.
The housing situation has been pretty
tight lately," Adjci said. This high rise is going
to contribute a great deal toward the housing
demand. It will definitely attract studrnt.v"

Then write for
The Breeze

Features of

IfSSKADQOtyltffl
(tftttru(ti*n btgon on the new high-nw luxury apartment Moirti 74 on the corner of Devon and Port
Republic reoel. Workers have begun clearing me land and removing liees lo prepare for the official
ground betaking ceremony April 16.

E-mail us at
breezenews@gmail. ct

865 East:
-96 units.
-247 bedooms
-Furnished
-Balconies

Plant & Garden Event
Houseplant Repotting Event
Saturday, April 5
nam-^pm

Crossing

15% off ALL Plant & Garden items
from Artisans' Hope
Bring a plant from home!
Volunteers from Hess Greenhouse will be
here to repot your houseplants into your
newly purchased planters.
A partner event
to be held at
Artisans' Hope

Ml. Clinton Pike. Harrisonhurg
540-433-4880
1 Miles North ol ( ampus1

Spaces Still Available!
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H
I, J, K, L

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

to?*

0HESS
GREENHOUSE

golden,
corral
Everyone deserves a good meal.9
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID

1191 Devon Lane
Harrison burg, VA 22801
540-432-1001

JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS

CALL 564-0477
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

www.ashbycrossing.com

iHtuitim tart***

Mft\
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BAIN: "Broke No Team Rules"

SAIN Iromfronl

for the first lime since the
undent, but has been in
constant contact with the
family and teammates
who have visited.
"I Meghan's] pretty
■

.

■: 1

.,■.

Bain broke no team rules by
being out in the early morning
hours, according to Lucas.

a coach you learn more and
more about what your team's
up to."
As a freshman Bain
was named the National
Rookie of the Year b>

womensfieldhockey.

in

remembering things like
what her apartment looks
like." Lucas said. "It's
hard to understand with
.1 brain injury. There's
moments when she's
talking and laughing, but
she's bored."
There
are
no
updates
in
the
case, according to
Harrisonburg Police.
U Kurt Boshart said in
a voice message Tuesday that
the accident was still under
review by the Commonwealth's
attorney.

"In the off-season we have
some rules in place before
practice times and meetings,"
Lucas said. "But every year as

com and made firstteam
All-Colonial
Athletic
Association
and was the conference
Rookie of the Year. She
scored 16 goals in her
first season and added
n more in 2007.
"The
university
made it clear that Meg
is one of their own."
Bryan said. "Whether
she ever steps on the
field again is not a concern. I
feel they have her long term
interest at heart, not whether
she can help win on the field.''

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt.
Thursday, April 3rd at 4:00 p.m.
On die Quad
Mill do not havr a I shin' Viiil ua Downtown
75 Court Square ncil lo Rank of America and www.nKhonejrwclry.e

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1940s While Gold Box Hod Diamond Ring
Round Brilliant (Lit 62cB H-Color. SI I (larnv

T*m

This Week $1600
'Alt of our diamimih are waded hy an on &§ < !M Diamond Graduate
VtstiiaM fi s Court V/iKin- llarmtmhuryorwtut■■ imhonejeiivln; mm

lave a story for us to
cover?
E-mail The Breeze at
breezenews@gmaiI.com

DEBATE: Candidates Answer Questions
About the Feasability of Platforms
Df BAIL ham front
SGA office for students to submit
questions. Candidates were given
one and a half minutes to answer
each question.
Questions ranged from "What
three things do you love most about
JMU?" to "How will you make SGA
more visible to the student body?"
SRBOV candidates, Fred Rose,
Stephanie Herzog, Marley Green
and Alex Plunkett fielded most of
the questions during the debate.
Discussions included whether or
not their platforms were geared
more to trie SGA rather than the
Board of Visitors.
"I formed my platform by
talking to students, getting their
ideas, not mine, theirs," Rose said.
I ler/og described her platform
points as a culmination of
conversations with members of
the administration.
"I'm pretty sure most of my
points [platforms] relate to the
Board of Visitors," she said.
Plunkett used the question
as an opportunity to share his
concerns about the other SRBOV
candidates'platforms
"I feel my platform is very
different." Plunkett said. "I feel

when 1 read the other three
candidates' platforms, I'm reading
platforms for Student Body
President"
Involved in a number of
SRBOV platforms was a focus
on making the campus greener
through clean energy, which Green
said taking the issue to the Board
is "the next step." Green said JMU
was behind the clean energy bill
after 83 percent of the student
body supported the Green Fund
last spring.
Fuller was present to ask her
own questions to the SRBOV
candidates inquiring as to how
much the>' actually* knew about the
Board of Visitors when she asked
the candidates to name a member
of the board. All the candidates
were able to say one except Green
who simply replied, "Nope."
Asked why they chose to run
for SRBOV over Student Body
President drew some interesting
responses.
"I feel the issues of clean energy,
and the cut sports programs are
two issues that the student body
care deeply about and I plan on
voicing those concerns to the
board." Green said.

Herzog cited her passion for
the student body as her reason for
running while Rose responded "I
want to go where a voice is needed
and that is SRBOV."
After taking in what the
SRBOV candidates had to say at
the debate. Fuller was better able to
form her opinion on the candidates
understanding of the job.
"Herzog had
the best
understanding of the position."
she said. "She used a lot of
language describing what she
would advocate for. Trtat's what
the position is all about"
Sophomore Telmyr Lee found
the debate informative.
"Some of the platforms I didn't
know about and this was a chance
for them to explain what they can
do for us."
'Ilit- other candidates at the
debate included those running
for president: Chiquita King and
Larson Thune; vice president of
administrative affairs: Dan Stana;
vice president of student affairs:
Candace Avakis and Mallory
Micetich; and executive treasurer:
Parag Parikh and Tara Rife.
Tnenreeze.onij will post the
results tonight.

KLECT

Student Rep. to the
Board of Visitors

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
1790-96 E Market St 15401434-9999

Do Downtowi

Favorite downtown shopping:

Laughing Uux (T-ahirtn lad Gifa) hu the COOJBM
Collet itwi tit lauui in-jnrril tr.i DOb .mil iniiijiii

gUkri You COB .I/-<I pp| "mr'-nl" u/t prlnttd utt
(or ONE dollar!

Favorite downtown event:
M U ll.it k i ipril i tfSJJ / am M cfad fl - buck ti|
w.i/ andamtotall) ilkedfor inathaOoaod
Shapiroi who orwuv* rock downtown,

"The One to Pick"
www.fred-rose.com
Elections take place on
April 2nd and 3rd
on the SGA website
YOUR issues I will work for:

Favorite downtown drink:
Hate riramhm lea n Earth .mil li-.t ( aft
it ,li lu.il/i Dai .1 n:\lilmi nhitr Matt .mil 111wonderful* in the Worm-run tliemnl Imna nut.

Improve Student Advising Programs
Creation of Guest Punches with Meal Plans

Tell us why you do
downtown!

Establish a Student Advisory Council
I am responsible, approachable, and
will represent YOUR student voice!

&Jbmi<m

Editor: Whitten Maher
bfeezeopinion@gmail com
(540) 568-3846

Submit Darts A Pats online at thebreezc.
org or e-mail to breczedp@hotnuil.com.
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
are printed on a space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one person's opinion of a
given situation, person or event, and
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Breeze Perspectives |

JMCI PERRONE.
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Government-Sanctioned Filth
Complaints about campus eateries distract from a more disturbing truth

A "Ihanks-for-making-our-Saturday-morning- D-Hall-breakfast-interesting" pat to the fraternity member who randomly came to talk with
us about '90s music and cassette tapes.
From two grateful girls who were highly
amused by your random comments!
An "it's-about-time-you-figured-out-thatyou're-NOT-in-a-relationship" dart to our roommate, who never stops talking about a relationship that is only in her head.
From two girls who are smart enough to
know when they are dating someone and when
they are not.
An "I-O-U" pat to the guy in a lab who spotted me 15 cents to print off my proposal.
From an eternally grateful senior who is going to miss the random acts of kindness at JMU
come post-graduation.
HOUjtWKH/lklnu

A "way-to-segregate" dart to JMU for having
a Black Alumni Weekend.
From a Caucasian alumnus who can't imagine a more divisive way to welcome alumni.
An "oh.-me-uHings-you-learn-in-oouege" pat to
my suitemate who just started scrubbing her feet.
From your amused friend who explained
that just standing in water doesn't actually
clean them.
A "you-have-been-missed" pat to the "Battle
of the Sexes" columnists.
From a faithful reader who had been secretly hoping for a comeback.
A "why-change-a-good-thing?" dart to Mrs.
Green's for getting rid of the weekly specialty salads.
From a Green's enthusiast who looked forward to Greek Salad Week almost as much as
Ixisagna Thursdays.
An "I-don't-care-who-you-are,-you-gottalove-Hanson" pat to the Psychology Peer Advisors, who won the Twist & Shout competition
with their awesome performance.
From a psychology professor who is very
proud that you brought "MMMBop" MMMBack.
An "ob\iously-'You-Have(n't]"' dart to the SGA
candidates who spend their money on trivial advertising instead of truly giving back to our university.
From a senior who would appreciate if you
put your money where your mouth is and actually gave back instead of talking about it.
A "cross-desecra ting-blasphemers" dart to
those who hung posters of a cross with sneakers
hanging on it.
From an offended freshman.

A rising complaint among my JMU compatriots is aimed directly at the heart of our beloved D-Hall. As a freshman, the initial allure
of D-Hall and its above-average buffet uflalUM
was an interesting novelty, but the reality of the
place seemed to set in among all of my friends,
with dirty cups, plates and the occasional malignancy in the form of flies, cockroaches and the
like. Sure, I suppose I can echo those sentiments
to a degree as well. To date, I've personally seen
two mice and a handful of cockroaches skittering
about below as I attempted to stomach D-Hall's
world-renowned grilled cheese.
Many of my friends have swom to stop eating
at D-Hall, claiming they've seen the occ.ision.il

li
...everyone should re evaluate their
opinion on the seminal punching bag
that D-Hall has apparently become.
—9*
pestilence to the meals themselves. Call me jaded,
but I fortunately have stopped deluding myself
with such notions of grandeur and come to terms

Gadfly | WHimH MAHER, opinion editor

SRBOV is The Key
In the past week, a number of JMU students have
donned smart attire and started making proclamations of their greatness around campus. No. this isn't
rush week; it's something different altogether.
That's right, the SGA elections have descended upon us yet again. If you choose to vote, you
will probably look at the top of the ticket: the SGA
president. A prestigious title to be sure, and one
that garnered even more attention after "Eickelgate' last fall, but as you vote this week don't be
tempted to focus solely on SGA president.
The SGA president might seem like "the one":
the omnipotent head of student governance and

the man or woman who can make a difference in
students' lives. The SGA is certainly a body of great
importance to JMU. They allocate funding for
I'itmpus organizations and the president serves as
a figurehead and the voice of the student body.
But there is another elected student official
who can lobby, network and get things accomplished outside of the stuffy, parliamentary procedures of the SGA.
The student representative to the Board of
Visitors, or SRBOV. is an often overlooked office
th.it llfflott seems like an afterthought on the ballot. In fact, the acronym is almost longer than the

The Ever Social-Darwin
-.» klf Of •. BlviO

An "I-guess-your-need-was-greater-thanmine" dart to the thief who stole my pants as
they were hanging defenselessly during my fiveminute shower at UREC
From a disappointed URECer who spent the
rest of the chilly day walking around in gym
shorts missing my pants.

mouse or cockroach; if they are in plain sight in the
dining facility, my friends believe they must also be
swimming around in the kitchen vats and adding

•ooro • srx
•,

•

■

with the fact that all food has a level of filth to it
that the naked eye or unfettered tongue couldn't
even begin to notice. Allow me to elaborate.
Common logic dictates that the most reasonable place to start in this mission of tracing
filth-levels in food is the beginning. The lifespan
of food obviously begins at its place of production, be it a farm, mill, barn or what have you.
You would like to think that if government agencies such as the Food and Drug Administration
allowed the outbound product of these facilities
onto grocery store shelves - then every food with
that sought-after approval stamp would have a
standard of purity from the outset.
However, a little research into the matter reveals some key information that makes both the
mind and the belly shutter. Cleverly hidden on the
FDA's Web site, our nation's Health and Human
Services Department provides a telling list known
as the The Food Defect Action Level Handbook."
It's a comprehensive list of the allowable amount
of items such as insect residue, mouse droppings
and other undesirables that the govemI
ment will allow to remain in the
\S^^" everyday foodstuffs we consume.
s^/&These standards aren't nearly as
•^ 9 ^ rigid as you would assume or hope for,
/
and the results can be a little hard to
stomach, so to speak.
Take apple butter, for example. Delicious. Savory. Great with a little light toast in
the morning or alongside some tender pork chops
in the evening, correct? But what If I told you for
every hundred grams of apple butter produced,
it's perfectly allowable for (on average) five entire
insects to be ground into the sweet concoction?
According to the FDA, this is an acceptable standard for food production companies to meet.
Even our precious chocolate bars cannot be
saved from this fate, as the FDA will only intervene if a 100-gram bar contains more than 60
insect parts and/or traces of more than .1 riade
rodent hair. Your average Hersheys bar weighs
about 43 grams, so by this logic, how many insects do you think you've devoured in your entire
life? Heck, how many maggots-worth of chocolate do you devour on Halloween in and of itself?
I guess now we know what chm tin- Ci until hil
that oh-so-satisfying snap with every bite.
Furthermore, some people seem to be under
the divine illusion that, lieyond all of this nmcrnment-approved contamination, the products they
wSTWDUDS.mtl

official job description, which essentially is to attend board meetings and report on them.
This lack of laundry-list job requirements leaves
room for the SRBOV to mow freely, to gather information on both sides of the student/administration
divide. This is because as many powers as the SGA
president may be granted, there are certain things
he or she is restricted from doing. The SGA takes
great pains to operate within the jxilicies that govern them, but if our federal government has taught
us anything, it's thai with bureaucracy comes restrictions, headaches and gridlock.
Working outside the strictures of the SGA.
the SRBOV can more effectively serve the student
body. Moreover, the SRBOV works in direct contact with one of the most powerful components ol
the administration: the Board of Visitors.
To the average student, the Board must seem
like a clandestine group of elite power-brokers.
«e BOARD, H9* 8

By Charles deGrazia, Kenny Lass, Jr., and Max Fisher
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A "thanks-for-the-shaving-cream" pat to the
A&hby boy in the window who watched as we Saran-wrapped our friend's car.
From two sophomore April Foolers who appreciated the addition to our plastic masterpiece.
An "I-hope-you-and-Hillary-are-very-happy-together" dart to a certain candidate for one
of the SGA/SRBOV positions who is clearly only
running for the power, OH THE POWER.
From a junior who is not impressed with
your platform and feels that you won't be doing anything but parading around with a crown
and scepter.
An Tm-sony-you-hate-your-job" dart to a Festival employee for her infinitely sour demeanor.
From a guy who likes "service with a smile"
but would settle for service without a dirty look.
A "this-arsonoua-ill-will- must -stop" dart to"
Trogdor, who burninated my thatched-roof cottage for the fifth time last night.
From an angry peasant.
A "thank-you-very-little" dart to whichever
construction company is responsible for drilling
rocks at 7 a.m. behind Fox Hills.
From an exhausted junior who is honestly
thinking about running over and kicking you
right in the nose.

ATd-love-to-return-the-favor-iM'd-caughtyour-name" pat to the lovely girl who kindly
covered the rest of my purchase at Mr. Chips
Wednesday.
From an embarrassed but grateful sophomore
guy who wants you to know that you rock.

A "what-the-fork?" pat to the unknown night
raiders who stuck hundreds of white plastic forks
in the ground all over Sigma Chi's front lawn.
From a frat groupie who was amused to see
the sea of utensils sticking up while doing her
daily walk of shame — I mean stride of pride.

A "big-thank-you-to-the-future-bell-boy" pat
to the guy who held the door open for twenty
people with a smile on your face.
From a very thankful (single) sophomore girl.

A "thanks-for-being-you" pat to all the wonderful and beautiful/handsome people at JMU.
From a senior who is glad to always be
known as from JMU.

A "you-make-it-worth-getting-up-early" pat
to the sophomore boy who always goes out of his
way to wish me a good day in the mornings.
From an appreciative UREC card-swiper
who will swipe your card any day!

A"you're-the-reason-why-rm-proud-to-bea Duke" pat to the girl who went out of her way
to hold doors and help me navigate a cart full of
chairs up the perilous walk to Wilson Hall.
From a grateful music employee who is

glad you kept her from being crushed by them
or embarrassed in front of the entire Quad.
A "you-impeached-him-for-WHAT?" dart to
the SGA for trying to impeach Brandon Eickel
not for plagiarism, but for attendance.
From a senior who has had to miss plenty of
group meetings for real-world job interviews and
other big people things you wouldn't wuleistanii
A "way-to-think-globally-and-act-locally" pat
to the Clean Energy Coalition and the Harrisonburg Department of Public Transportation for
putting together JMU's first No Drive Day.
From an environmentally conscious bicycle
commuter who doesn't have to ivorry about
parking or on-campus traffic.
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STANDARDS: it s not just
the facility, it's the food
FOOD SIMDMOS from pop 7
purchase in grocery stores have been
delivered to them with some sense
of unscathed cleanliness. Again, this
is just an elaborately crafted myth to
dull the reality of the situation.
I personally worked in a grocery
store for two and a half years, and
even though it was just mere months
ago since I last worked my final shift,
I recall that period of my life like a
shell-shocked wTir veteran who saw
his entire platoon meet an untimely
fate. I've inquisitively stared as deli
employees spilled pounds of raw
chicken onto the less-than-regularhcleaned floor, only to scoop its giblets
up and plop them into the fryer without saying "boo."
I've gawked in horror as I saw
the bakery's cake specialist take
a loving, intricate pick of nose,
smack-dab in the middle of adding
finishing touches to Spongebob's
iconic square pants on some unfor-

tunate lad's birthday treat. I shudder to think of the types of horror
stories about what goes down in the
kitchens of your typical restaurant
- especially if you're a notoriously
cheap tipper.
I don't reveal these brutal honesties in an ill-fated attempt to sicken
you off of food all together, but just to
get you finicky eaters to stop grandstanding this mass hysteria about seeing the occasional offbeat occurrence
at D-Hall and, for that matter, restaurants beyond. Now that all of this
food for thought is out in the open,
everyone should re-evaluate their
opinion on the seminal punching bag
that D-Hall has apparently become.
Remember: out of sight doesn't necessarily mean out of belly.
Check out other stomach-aching factoids about what could be in
your supper tonight at cfsanjda.
gov/-dms/dalbook.htmliCHPTD.
Jake Perrone is a freshman computer information systems major.

BOARD: SRBOV more
important than you think
I0AID, from pott 1

The Board consists primarily of 15 highly influential individuals appointed by the governor. The
SRBOV is the only elected member and best channel through which the JMU community can speak.
While the SGA can pass bub of opinion, the SRBOV can influence the Board members' opinions.
The SRBOV also serves as a representative of
JMU outside Harrisonburg, and past representatives have attended private functions alongside
notable figures in higher education, as well as
higher education seminars.
When voting, don't be seduced by the appearance of power. While we need an inspiring and experienced leader in the SGA. we also need an effective representative who works behind the scenes
to ensure that all the promises are fulfilled.
Wniffen Maher is a sophomore SMAD and
political science major.

Like the Opinion section?
Then be a part of it!
breezeopinitm@gmail.com

Letter to the Editor
in the headline or article, substituting
'dance ensemble' instead. Our direcContemporary Donee Ensemble's concert tor, Cynthia Thompson, is never referred to by her full name or identified
Recently, two articles were pub- as director. Only one musical artist is
lished about the Contemporary Dance identified and her name is printed in
Ensemble's spring concert, and while italics, unlike any of the actual musical
we're glad the dance department is composition titles.
getting recognition in The Breeze, we
The entire review appears to be no
had hoped to be represented in a more more than a restatement of program
factual, detailed and accurate manner. information. An in-depth look in to any
March 27th's preview of the concert source involved with the concert (besides
contained false information regarding the program) might have provided the
the nights of the performances that writer with more detailed and pertinent
took place Thursday through Saturday, information. Again, we are thrilled that
not the published Thursday through dance department concerts are receivSunday. A prominent pull-out box in ing press here at JMU, but we hope that
the article declares the ticket price to next time there will be more research,
be $10 with a JAC Card, instead of the thought and care put in to the coverage
actual $8. The article says the concert of our events. Dance is our major, our
showcased four student choreogra- art and our passion. We put months of
phers when in fact it showcased five; hard work and immense amounts of efMeghan Ballard, Jill Boelte, Zilda fort into our performance and we would
Decker, Jenn Potosnak and Sarah have liked to see this echoed in the efBirgfcld. These errors, which caused forts of The Breeze to report in a profesconfusion for concert-goers and a left sional and factually correct manner.
out choreographer, could haw been
corrected with simple fact checks. The
liana Burger,
March 31 review of the concert did not
junior SMAD and dance major
even refer to our company by its name,
Member of The Contemporary
the Contemporary Dance Ensemble,
Dance Ensemble ;
Regarding coverage of the

Best Buddies fundraiser
Best Buddies is an organization dedicated to enriching the lives of
mentally challenged individuals.
Please help us create a gift pack for 50 of our members by donating the following items*

Gift Cards
Movie Tickets

Your passion for
life is still the same.

Bowling Tickets
Money

?v** X
oA«
\)0<v
ft«

Look for our table on...
April 7 * 9 in Memorial Hall from lOam-lpm
April 9 on the Commons from 9am-12pm

But is your hearing?
Che»n toi CENTRA:

•r«0fl« -ho dOnOI. CHU •• fntfrtd into < dra-ln9 lo „in p,„„ (,om |K(| brttaWIM.

■

Musso Ottmont, i'A

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Mary H. Kratz. FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

If you feel too young to lose your hearing, you're not alone.
Did you know that almost 40% of hearing-impaired Americans are under the
age of 65? from rock concerts to discos. Baby Boomers have been exposed
to more noise than previous generations Fortunately. Siemens has developed
the ultimate In hearing aid technology CENTRA. Packed with some of the
best technology on the market there i finally ,i hearing solution that will
keep you grooving to every beat of your music and your life.
So, If your hearing fades while you're young,
don't wait until you're old to do something about it.

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

The JMU College of Business
CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SIFE

Call today to see If CENTRA is right for youl

Physician's Hearing Center
2062 ProPointe Lane
(540) 434-2255

Hunger Banquet
Come car like the rest of the world.

PRESENT:
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATIONI IN
TODAY'S MARKET

FACT: More than 1 billion people live in poverty.
FACT: 854 million people suffer from chronic hunger.
FACT: A child dies from hunger or a preventable disease
every 2.9 seconds. That's 30,000 children a day.

GENE RIECHERS

General Partner
Valhalla Partners
Vienna, VA

Over twenty-five years in senior
leadership roles at venture capital
firms and technology companies

Tuesday, April 8, 2008
6:30 p.m.
Zane Showker Hall Room 105

Monday, April 7th from 7-9 pm
Festival, Highlands room
Admission: Two dollars or two canned goods, benefming
(he Blue Ridge Area Rood Hank and the I fciwntown Farmers Market Pavilion Fund

11 T more information
visit Community Servite-I.earning in Wilson 204 or www.jmu.edu/esl

•-.

Editor: Megan Williams
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Former Dave Matthews Band guitarist talks about life as a musician
SY: Who are your biggcM musical influences?
TR: Over the years it's been different people. It's a crazy mishmash of style-hopping; they all kind of happened over the last
30 years since the late '6os, A lot of names: Mystery, Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin, David Gilmour, Peter Gabriel, Nine Inch
Nails and Kadiohead are some of the names.

SY: So this Winnie Pooh, was it planned or was it something that surprised you?
TR: Well. I'll just keep that a mystery [laughter] because you
never know.

SY: You've played in Harrisonburg numerous times
throughout your career. What's your favorite part of
coming back to town?
TR: I've been there so many times, when TR3 started in the
'80s that was the big road-trip place to go. People really liked
us there back in the day when we played at Calhoun's, Valentinos, even some other small place I can't remember the name
of now and JMU as well. I've played there with a lot of different
bands..TR3 played there a lot. just the history that goes back to
the middle '80s.

SY: If you weren't playing music, and you had another
occupation, what would that be?
TR: I'm really into history. But history has become such a
repetition that it's kind of becoming a negative. The other
things that I really am trying to push forward in my own mind
are quantum physics and Buddhism. If 1 wasn't a musician
— I do it anyways as a musician - I'd try to open our brains,
our hearts and our souls to what we thought people think;
that's going to get us out of repetitive activity such as fear and
things like that.

SY: Shortly following your performance here at JMU
you will be playing for the Dalai I Jima. How excited are
you for that? And what other distinguished individuals
have you played for throughout your career?
TR: I'm really excited about the Dalai I .a ma; just thinking about
him I can't even remember other distinguished figures. He
stands out in such sharp contrast among other distinguished
figures because he's almost superhuman in his soul and spirit...
It's more than I can express into words the honor of something
like that.

SY: Tim, I can see that you are a very positive man, if
you had words of advice for aspiring musicians, what
would you say?
TR: Be sincere in what you're doing because as soon as it's
not about that, you shouldn't be in that line of work. Just as
if you were someone who likes to build houses, if you don't
want to be doing that than you shouldn't be doing that. And
to keep doing what you're doing. If you're not making any
money, figure out a way to make at least enough money to
keep a shirt on your back. It takes time to figure these things
out, and you know just keep playing. That's all I ever did: just
keep playing.

SY: What is the craziest and or strangest thing that's
ever happened to you while you've been on stage or
while you've been on tour?
IK v\UW
fVAH DTS0N/M* photo
Guitomt Tim Reynolds performed in November 2003 in Wilson Hall and will
return to Harmonbutg April 9 to perform in Memorial Holl at 8 p.m.
IYSEANY0UNGBERG
contributing miter

Recently 1 was fortunate enough to do a phone interview
with world-renowned guitarist Tim Reynolds of Tim Reynolds
and TR3. The fascinating musician, who will be cominy to JMU
on April 9, disclosed his thoughts about the Dalai Ixima, Harrisonbury and a life-sized Winnie The Pooh.

SY: ...That you can tell us.
IK: Well recently, and in more of the strange and wonderful
variety, we've had some crazy TR3 experiences that are mysterious and wonderful at the same time. We had a life-size,
in the flesh Winnie The Pooh, in a gas mask coming out on
stage and because of that it becomes sort of a circus ride out
there. The weirdest thing I've ever seen was when I was playing
with Dave at an acoustic show in Colorado. We were on stage
playing mellow and chill songs about love and I guess some kid
rushed the stage, because of that, two people rushed him and
they all crashed into the side of the stage where all the speakers
were. Of course all of the speakers started coming down. That

was very bizarre; more of the strange and dangerous category.

SY: Just keep playing?
IK: Just keep playing and just keep playing.
SY: You came to JMU two years ago and people are
excited that you're coming back, but the people also
want to know what can they expect from yourself and
TR3?
TR: Basically, we're just going to rock the house! That's what we
do and that's what's going to happen!
Tim Reynolds and TR3 will be rocking the house on Wednesday, April 9 in Memorial Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $18 in
advance and $20 at the door, they are available at Warren
Hall Box Office or Plan 9 Music. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. For
any questions contact ceccotcjfttfjmu.edu.

Go Take a Walk Downtown
Museum and gallery walk will feature art displays, musical performances
tY RAtHAEL MCDANIEL
(Mtributing writer

The Harrison burg Spring MOMOn and Qtfiery Walk is
returning this Friday. April 4. The Harrison lmr>: comma
nitycan look forward to various w nuts in downtown that
will be displaying different forms of art.
This free event is hosted by the Arts Coumil of the VaJ
ley every spring and fall. Various venues will extend their
hours to be open from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. The event will start
at the Smith House at the corner of Franklin Street and
Main Street and will continue down Main Street low.ml
Court Square. Ashley McCoy, assistant director of the Arts
Council, said that maps will be available at all the different participating \eiuus. plus markers will be available to
point out the various locations. Parking will also be available downtown in designated lots.
About 30 businesses will turn their spaces into showcases for different art including dance, poetry, music performances and more. McCoy described the event as an "allencompassing arts event."

Just a few of the venues participating in the event
include Blue Nile Kthiopian Cuisine, Earth & Tea Cafe.
Harrisonburg Children's Museum. LaDeDa, Laughing
Dog T-Shirts & Otftl, Little Grill Collective, Memorial
Hall. Virginia Quilt Museum and You Made It! Pottery
Studio.
Various .1M U programs and students will also be participating in events. The JMU Ghandi Center will be showcasing the "Drawing Peace Program," which McCoy described
as a global art exchange to promote peace. McCoy said that
this invites a global element to the event. JMU student musician Ryan Villanueva will also be performing at the l.arkin Art Studios.
Other musicians of various styles will be performing in
Court Square, the library and in various other locations.
One highlight will be the collaborative sidewalk chalk
mural located at Court Square that everyone can participate in McCoy said that by the end. this mural will be a
type of "collective community artwork."
More information on this event can also be found online at valleyarts.org.

7p.m - Spoken word
poetry by Furious ^
Flower Poetry Center

E. Water St.

(One Way)

(One Way)
Community art activity! Help
paint a water garden that will be
donated to the Harrisonburg

Children's Museum.

v>

What's happening
around the 'burg

Newman Ave.

E.Bruce St.

(One Way)

(One Way)

Featuring Wearable Art and a
display by the Central
Shenandoah Artists

+ £>

Map

9

Tkc

Go to thebreeze.org to get the scoop on this indie music
celebration occuring this weekend on April 4 and 5.
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CHECK IT OUT ONLINE:
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Attention Singing Males!

Documentary Showing

Breakdance Competition

The self-titled documentary "Zulu Angel" tells
the story of the renowned Brazilian fashion
designer at the time her son. Stuart Angel, was
murdered by the government due to involvement in student protests against the military dictatorship that took over the country m the '60s and '70s Zuzu
Angel was assassinated in 1976. The designer's daughter. Hildegard Angel, will give remarks before the film, is shown at 2
p.m. m Grafton-^tovall Theatre This event is part of the "War
and Peace:The Eternal Swing" Conference.This event is free.

Circles 9 is |MU Breakdance Club's ninth annual charity competition It will take place at
4 p.m. at Godwin Hall.The event will feature
live D|s. a graffiti expo. MC battles,
Bonnie and Clyde battles and 4 vs.
4 crew battles Tickets are $7 and
$ 10; there is an extra $5 fee to
bring a video camera. Pro
ceeds benefit the Muliple
Sclerosis Society.

Ever wanted to (on an a cappella group but found
it too competitive to get m? A new barbershop chorus is starting up in
Harrisonburg and is seeking members
no auditions required. Barbershop
singing is based on four-part harmony
There will be an interest meeting at 7
p.m. at the Dayspnng Church of the
Nazarene, 23S N Mam St. All are invited to attend.
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Special offer for College Students

Quick.
Connect
Internet you need, without the phone line you don't!

Get Verizon High Speed Internet with no phone service for as low as
Special Off-Campus Student Offer
• Speeds up to 7.1 Mbps available
• Student-friendly 9-month contract
• No extra monthly cost to wirelessly connect your roommates
• No paper bills to deal with... we take credit cards

$

26"

a month
(for speeds up to 768 Kbps)

All the speed you need to iTune, Facebook, YouTube and IM.
While you're studying, of course...
To find out more or sign up,
Email us today at
coliegeHSI@verizon.com.
Hurry. Class starts in like five minutes.

uwMtmelleii- .
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It's the Network
collegeHSI@verizon.com

veri7on

Editor: Matthew McGovern
Assistant Editor: Wes Show
breezesports@gmail.com
(540) 568 6709
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It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young
Under Review
MAmtFWMCGOVEMl.tiwtiittM

As star leaves,
Brooks seeks
reinforcements

Four No. 1
Seeds a First

While March Madness experiences a tirst with all No. l seeds

BY JOE GERGEN
Newsday

making it to the Final Four, an individual at JMU has also stepped into
new territory.

The last shot of an otherwise
dull two days finally injected a measure of suspense into the M AA
nun s tournament's penultimate
weekend. Top seeds UCLA North
( arolina and Memphis had already
landed in the Final Four with easy
victories
Only Jason Richards'
three-pointer at the buzzer Sunday
could keep Kansas from joining
them.
But the shot sailed wide of the
rim, dispatching Davidson, the lone
Underdog remaining
An event built on Hollywood
atones delivered few this year, but
a blockbuster may yet await: a Final
POU picked with the most talented
teams in the country For the fan
time since the NCAA began seeding
the men's tournament in 1979, all
four No. 1 seeds advanced to the Final Four, making San Antonio host

Women's
basketball
coach
Kciinv Brook* is coming off his first
postseason wins as a coach, and the
program's first in eight years.
Brooks' team advanced to the
third
round
^g-^P^
of the 2008
^^^k
^t^ ^W

tional
Invitalion
Tournament on March
I 26,
where
JMU
lost to
^■r
Kentucky
jsfl
fc^ 76. But before
B the
Wildcats
■n JaVI I bounced JMU.
MCGOVERN
the Dukes beat
Kadford
and
Indiana in the tournament
i
Until its opening round win
against Kadford, the last postseason
K":tory James Madison had was in
e third round of the 2001 WNIT.
!
Brooks has l>een working toward
that achievement. 2008 marked the
Dukes third straight postseason appearance, with JMU makingthe WNIT
111 2006 and the NCAAs in 2007.
:
Madison achieved this season's
pCCOSJ after losing four starters to
graduation. Senior forward Tamera
CDUDg, who will attend WNBA
n ln.itt l .imp in Tampa. Fla. on
Friday and Saturday, was the onlv
holdover from last year's team that
qualified for the NCAAs for the first
lime since 1996.

to a talent show unseen before in
college basketball.
"It will be a true national championship," said George Mason Athletic Director Tom O'Connor, the
chairman of the tournament selection committee. "On the court, it's
the four best teams in the country

its,ill then
All four teams will likely send at
least four players to the NBA, and
as many as 22 future pros will take
the Alamodome court Saturday
evening.
The Jayhawks. Tigers. Tar Heels
and Bruins enter with a combined
record of 143-9 and styles that make
for enticing matchups. Quicksilver
Memphis will test UCLA's stout defense in a rematch of a 2006 region
final, and Kansas Coach Bill Self
promised Ins fast-breaking team

Now she stands alone as the Cotmuil Athletic Association's all time
ading scorer, with 2,121 points in
^er career at Madison. Her 28 points
gainst Kentucky brought her nine
L m I Meste Hill, who played at Old
Dominion from 1990-94.
Hill's record stood for almost 14
seeUNDfnEYItW.peoel?

wouldn't try to slow down North
Carolina, the tournament's highestscoring team.
. KMTIKT oHjIHYKUSHUB/JMUSpomll
Tomera Young broke the CAA storing rerord in on 8*76 loss at Kentucky on Morrh 26 Her ?8 points propelled her to 2,121 in her carte*, moving post Old Dominion's Celeste Hid.

see WAA page 1?

Nats Christen
their 'Cathedral'
BY THOMAS BOSWELL
The Woshington rost
There are no clocks in baseball, it's said. But that's
wrong The clock started again for baseball in Washington
Sundav night.
For the past three seasons, the Nationals have been
biding time, laying groundwork, in the disregarded backwater of decrepit KFK Stadium Baseball was back in
Washington. But it was not until Opening Night, in a vibrant, intimate new ballpark already basking in praise,
that Washington was truly back in baseball.
National TV cameras captured the illuminated dome
of the U.S. Capitol beyond the outfield, as well as the
Washington Monument. President Bush threw out the
first hall. For one night, his "W™ was .1 curb one. All in
.ill, even thing was exactly as it should always have been
bctWfli n Washington and baseball, yet wasn't for so agonmnglv long.
I-ong before the jet flyover, the color guard, the opei.itu national anthem or the head-high throw from the
president to Manager Manny Acta. the stands had been
filled, the concourses jammed and every corner of the
41,888-seat ballpark under review by the sellout crowd.
No new-home inspection was ever more meticulous 01 ap
pnviated.
For the first time since the 1920s and JOt, so long ago
tli.it .mlm.il < ■oluinns by the late Shirley Povich might IKthe only accounts. Washington finds itself with ,1 Irani hise
that has a fighting chance at a future. Thanks to a District
of Columbia-financed lullpaik that has alread\ exceeded
most expectations, the Nats have the financial foundation
necessary to be competitive. If a winning team is butt
far from ,1 certainty - the Nationals boast a facility that
..HI please tans, gu.sh cash and create credibiliiv
So. .1 genuine adventure began here on a chilU Sunda\
night, prohabl) a splendid one that will last foi decides
No one knows, or can even vaguely guess how its chtptWl
will unfold. No more than anyone would have imagined in
(911. when Griffith Stadium opened, that the Nationals.
as then were then known, would play thereon Florida A\
emiefui e\ae(l\ so seasons and that, by 1925. Washington
would pla\ in the back to luck World Series
I \. nlxKty has done a wonderful job on this ballpark
YVe \e tried htfrd to help the city get the best possible lull
■trie/ s.m! owner T11I I#rner. 82. once a teenage usher in
Griffith Stadium. Standing behind the batting cage before
the game, the billionaire was so low-key that some national broadcasters didn't recognize him. As Lenier looked
Bound the park, to which his family added nearly $50
Bullion in upgrades, he said. "I think exudations have
see NATS pete I?

AMT owuTNtT. tiirft eeteeofraeeW
JMU junior attucker Jaime Dordine (9) and senior ottacktr Annie Wogner (35) leom up ogoinsl Stanford on Saturday. Wagner leads the Dukes with 21 goals in nine gomes, while Dardine has si*

Lacrosse Opens Conference Play Friday
BY WES SHAW
The Breeze
JMU and William & Mary will enter Fri<\.\\ 's game with losing records. But the wtni
and losses arc deceiving considering the earlyseason opponents of both teams.
The4-d'lnU'lia\eltnllairisonlMirgtotake
on 4-5 Madison in JMU's first Colonial Athletic
Association game.
Iloth teams have IKVII beat up by national
|>owerhouseslhusfai this season eachi halk'nged
In extrenielv comjx'tilive early season schedules.
In tact. JMU's schedule has been so tough
that even with 1 losing record, the /uv/niiwr.
coin rankings have the Dukes at 16 in the counts entering their matchup with W&M. The
msi(/Wd( fosse.<dm poll has JMU at 19 as of
March %t.
The Dukes h.ive faced six nationally-ranked
teams to date and have lost to all but one. The

ha*

Ttibe Deed a rimOu fate, having faced live teams
ranked in the top 20 and losing to tour. The
common denominator.' F-ich team's upset win
came against No. 10 Stanford l\1l' defeated
the Cardinal on Saturday
with a last second goal
from senior midfielder Julie Stone
Stone has 20 goals so
far this season, only one
short of senioi attacker Annie Wagner. Together the
senioi duo has combined
for 43 percent of the Dukes'
95 goals this season.
"Anytime you can have
peopk' step up and lie con
Stone
sistent from fame to game
it gives you a lot of confidence. IMC coach Sliel
ley Klaes-Bawcomlv said
The JMl* seniors look to defeat the Trilie tor

aaaaama

the lust time in their career at JMU. last year -the
Dukes fell 10-9 in double overtime in Williams
burg Although they haven't had recent success
t W&M, a win over a top 10 team gives the
Dukes an added boost for Friday.
"[The win over Stanford) gives us confidence going Into .1 crucial conference ODBNr,
Qaee BewCOCnbl said. "We know we can beat
.1 peed team 111 Stanford, we just have to do it
again with W&M."
JMU's game with W&M is its first o| seven
straight CAA contests to close out the regular
season. The CAA Tournament beffau m less
than a month, on May 2.
And while the first half of its season MM
tougher, there is no doubt JMU is now entering
the most important part of its season.
"Anytime) on get into conference play, it -1
new season." Klaes Itawcombc said. "We have
to go into this season and disregard our non-

1 onferencc Khedule."
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NATS: Win in Stadium Opener NCAA: 'Crazy' Final Four Set to Play
NATS, from pi9e II
irtually been surpassed."
Perhaps the foremost hiMon.iiioi' Wellington's endless travails and disappointinents with baseball was in attendance:
Commissioner Bud Selig, ironically enough.
I In-- is I saga that seeim-d t<> go on forever,
particularly to the people here in Washing
ton, Mid Settf who WM in the room in '71
when former commissioiiir Bowifl Kuhn was
arguing wMi owners, hi vain, to Imp the expansion Senators from becoming lh< I I 1
Rangers All the emotion, everything that
went into it. I wish this night had happened
loonei ... There were perti of die joamej
thnt were painful. But that's the past
We re back where we belong. Anil we're
hick in 1 baseball cathedral "
Minutes later, realizing his praise might
seem disingenuous since he is paid, in part.
topraiaeeverj Btedlunevei built. Selig added: "This is a t.ilmUais stadium I only use
the word cathedral' when I realb mean it."
So. if the two parks going up in New
York, Of the new one in Minneapolis, aren't
called "cathedrals," it may be 1 tip-off.
"This ownership group was lucky. They
had twent\ other new parks to study.' said
Sclig. "Then tlf some da\s when it's not so
much fun to be commissioner Then there
ire nights like this. I'm proud I played a
rather crucial role."
If Washington is huh to break with its
often-bleak baseball past, one more thing

is necessary, crucial to the building of a far
larger fan base, essential to making Nationals Park l central part ot the Capital Waterfront s grand designs.
"We have 1" win." s,iid the elder 1-erner
emphatically. "How long do we have?"
"The park's open. Honeymoon's about
over." 1 said. "So. you've probably got until
the sixth or seventh inning tonight."
Lemer laughed. If young pitclieis like
Koss ivtwiler, Joan Smoker, .lack McGeary
and Collin Balester don 1 pan out. it will be
tough in a year or two even to break a grin
But. for the moment, the Nationals look
somewhat improved this spring.
Is the next Goose Goslin. Sam Rice or
Bodg Harris already in the current crew,
disguised in a jersey that says Zimmerman.
Mi Hedge or Acta? Does a pitcher with 1
smidgen of Big Train in him already toil for
the Class A Potomac Nationals?
Time goes fast counted in decades, but,
niercifulh passes quite slowly when gauged
by summer evenings in a ballpark. Each one
can teem like ,1 miniature eternity, a stay
against time With a new and sparkling park,
Nats fans will no doubt discover at least one
more summer of patience after enduring so
many of them.
For baseball in Washington, the clock
has tuialK Malted again. EtMCtatftl (M
should be raised accordingly. Patience-, at -'n
in this town, won't be infinite. That clock is
ticking.

■Special Student Rate

KM, hap* II
I c.iii t imagine there being a more exciting scenario," Self said. "I guess we ean be the underdogs, since
we're the fourth no. 1 seed.
While fans have grown to cherish underdogs reach
ing college basketball's grandest stage, their inclusion
often makes for bland games (See Florida 73, Oaorge
Mason 58. 2006.) In three previous tournaments 1993, 1497 and 1099 - three No 1 seeds advanced to
the final Four. The title game each ol those seasons was
decided in the games final 15 seconds 01 in overtime.
In both the preseason Associated Press and coach
es' polls. North Carolina. UCLA. Memphis and Kansas

ranked one through four, in that order. So if the NCAA
arranged a four-team tournament nearly five months
ago to determine the national title, pitting No. 1 vs. No.
4 and No. 2 vs. No. 3, it would have played out identically to the actual Final Four.
All favorites making the Final Four may actually be the
inumament's largest upset. Statistician Ken Pomeroy of
Basketball Prospectus used a complex formula before the
tournament to determine the chances all four No 1 seeds
would reach the Final Four. He concluded there was a 3.5
(HTcent chance — and a 4.6 percent chance for a No. 16
seed to beat a No. . seed, which has never happened.
This." Calipari said, "is going to be a crazy Final Four."

Under Review

It's a Crossroads for Kenny & Young
UNDER REVIEW, from pap II
years. That is, until Young decided
to add one more accomplishment to
her prolific career at Madison.
She became JMU's leading scorer
Jan. 24, passing Meredith Alexis' mark
of 1,760 points. And Madison sextendcd run into the postseason allowed her
to rattle off games of 38,30 and 28 to
ascend the conference scoring throne.
Now Brooks Is searching for players to help (ill the void that will be

2 Locations

left by Young's absence. Madison's
coach has been blazing the recruiting
trail, trying to lure players to a team
that will again have to re-establish its
identity. Rising senior forwards Kisha
Stokes and Nina Uajdah are JMU's
onK n-turningplayers with more than
one year <>t collegiate experience.
Brooks will be entering his seventh season in 2008-09, and his
teams have finished over .500 five < ml
of six seasons. The players that took

his 2006-07 team to the NCAA tournament bought into his vision while
Brooks was still developing as a head
coach The uncanny ability to make
Ix'lievers out of his players has propelled Brooks to the success he has
achieved in a short amount of time.
Young's departure will be a
monumental loss. But while Brooks
cannot replace her, you can bet he's
recruiting players that will ease the
pain of her absence.

"TAN
JUST ARRIVED...

H^Burg's Only UltraBronze Bed

ifr- MINI STORAGE
Private Storage Rooms
24 7 Access

433-1000

Secure
Facilities

V
CD

Get Base Tan In 3-6 Visits
No Bum Rays, Everyone Stays 18 min.
1 Session = 7-8 In Reg. Beds

3 Sessions/Base Tan $56 w/ Ad

SiramonscuTiTAN

Harrisonburg. VA \
S40.4326076
By Klines Ice Cream

i*o Minutes, jtaa
BilBVHBaBWaBYHaBWiHiKlaW

(arl
Town Center

u ANGEL

Visit our Website!

The Department of Foreign Languages
is showing the film Y.u'/.u Angel with a
short introduction by ZuZu's daughter, Hildegard Angel
as port ot' die "War and IVnco: The Eternal Sw ing" Ibnfi-iviiuJ

the
breeze

ZuZu taga]

WM

the fust Brazilian designer to en ill

faahinm using hai country's colors, designs and fabrics
11, i son. a political activist, wai murdered
by (he military dictatorship in tlie 70's.
I lei laad fashion dm in NYC was the first to use a political tlien*
This led to liei murder by the military regime

Grafton Stovall Theater
April 4th at 2:00 PM*
Refreshments & Cookies will be provided

WMrw.thebreeze.org
itt).

\o tell f

ft m

Q&

\i\00
®TOYOTA

For more information go to:
jtnu.edu 'forlang/warpeaca/index.htm]

asus?-

aw1 we*' ,
addition

®TOYOTA

+a *** K *+*■
^cf»15f

♦Obuyatoyota.com

' NOT All CUSTOMERS Will QUAlIf Y. CUSTOMHtS RECEIVE S400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING 1HF PURCHASE OF NEW UN1I1K0 TOYOTA AAOOclS THROUGH RARTICIPATING T0Y01A
DIALERS AND WA FlNANCIAl SERVICES SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWWTOYOTAFINANCUU COM/FINANCE 'OR OETAItS COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBIECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINA'ION AT ANY TIME

www.lhebreeze.org
Thursday April 3, 2008

[For Rent]
SUMMER STORAGE!! limp unn
rcnul all sumim-r hi SHU ( .,11 fa
man dnuiK Aoon Mini stor.it. (MO)
5743947
BOOH FOR RENT 4 Imtnum. 2
lull hath house */ fenced yard pels

MADISON MANOR: 2 * .1 spacious
bedroom units still available with fire
plisce and balcony Pool, basketball
and tennis courts on grounds ('.intact
Coldssell Banker Commciual I unk
I. ,,,„•, HI Al I(IK(540|4.M-5I50
MBIrAM
BEDROOM.
COMMON! S-sn monlh.
ptctcrrcd.(57l|24.!-4M4

THE
female

N/S FEMALE KCMIMMATl WANTED Spacious r.soni v. ossn entrance
and lull bath Rcnl Slim month plus
vsaler.elecinc email haker2jl'"(inu edu
« call 15401 560-.1.179 (SJOl MO ' 179

4 BEDROOM APT HUNTERS
RIDGE 4 Bedroom llunlcrs Ridge Apt
available for 2008-2009 school year
$250 per person. Fully furnished, nesv
appliances I .-.is,- available June 1st
- May .list. Contact JLG Properties
(4101 245-4478 ask for Jon or email
gnihamcracker929(a.„m.ast net

1 - t BEDROOMS ■ llou.es. lossn
houses and apanmcnls JSJIIJK.
lad Coldwell H.inki-r ( ..innicru.il
runkhouscr REALTORS, 15401 4.14
5150

I AND 2 BEDROOM - In
naicd
off Grace St - conveniently close fo
Memorial Hall and the Quad Contact
Coldwell Banket Commercial runkhouscr REALTORS (5401414-5150

. allowed. WMher/dryei.dishwiisher an
deck (Mill 4.11 2271

SPACIOUS 5 BEDROOM house
nearJMI1 im Hiph M V « II II V.
lies, s.iinct JH.I> Iroin nei^hbouilMHid.
ample parking l-Acellcnl lot group ol 5
sludenl.s (5401 415 I KM

MOVIN<;/I.IVIM, (III I \MKIIS7
Go lo uebjiiiii cslu ml listings him.
IMI sollm.il silo (or ,,|t campus hulls
Inf. roommates, and hiiiiilurc t.rc.il
lor advertising suhlel renl.tls
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Great location, .ilmosi new
WfD. Dishtusher. A( . As.nl.i' i
No pets. w«» ,lop, "Kliommon- cm.
(940)433 IV,9

(For Sale)
VOLVO FOR SALE 2001 S40 Turbo
great condition Only 66K miles lend
er. heated seals, sunroof & more WOO
negotiable (540)908 7851
BOOKS 41W off most of our I.(10(1
lilies Web page: www bookuormand
silvcrtishcom
NEW QUEEN

MATTRESS

SET

*I9» FREE DELIVERY HIH Bl R(,
15401 448 4924

CAJOOlVnfl NEEDED TO super
v«e groups of little dancers during their
som.cn rehearsal week in Wilson Auditorium. May l9tfc-2Ml Musi be aNe to
work all dates and inne*. 2-.» hours per
day between the h<»un of l 4^ 8 4S p m
Moil NllUN ol WCCk .|*.Mlli\t. JIldL in

p m. Sal May 24th. 2-A p.m Sun May
ZM MmeM nqtfnd (all 810
3631
DANCE ACADEMY inieivicwuij:
ft* pun lime dance inMruclnr* for fall
2008 spring 2009 Must have car and be
willing to May through May 200V Numerous dance forms taught Experience
prelened (all II04OI
HOME BASED BUSINESS OPENINGS How svould you like to slan your
own home based busincvs fin only $2°this spring and quit becoming a master
of "Jusi Gelling By"' I leach and train
• triers in do what I do and find your way
to an unlimited income stream by learn
ing how to leverage your lime Review
My Web Site at ww w debkeenerinyar
bonne com and ihen email questions to
debkeener"> myarbonne com

rauscon

PICTURBS

virgima

Beach. VA Best SUMMER JOB On
The BEACH Make SI0K+. Celebnty
Status, Greal Tan Apply & Learn More
Co tKheachphotos com Housing Available' Come Join The Fun'
.SUMMER AD SALES and Marketing
Internship/ Job Full time. Paid position
V.i I liable vales and mklg exp for PlanIt Harrisonburg. the FREE planner for
students i.KI \l KIM Ml BOOS I
ER' Call Phil 610-646-8384. exi. 101
pliil" >iudenlmediagri>upcom

I kRGE '. HEDROOM IOWV
IK>U-SE.l«ohl,svksliomi,inipus „ nh
basemenl and V. I). As.ul.iMr - I tix
or 1/17/08. $650 mo . »»-* dofwoodconunorLss-omualnuthtml (S-."
1569

SUMMER SUBLEASE Roan in
Southsiess asail.lor sublease May Alii 200K OMl „nl> Ultima ( all
for additional info (201)1
SUBLEASE IN STONI (. M I ' \
a room user (he n—m Hal
o»n bathroom loot RtHim available
.Ma) July Kent is MgadaMc (all I.no
(757181.1 OMft
MOUNTAIN
VIEW
HKK.HIS
ONLY I l.l-J-l
4 Bedroom. 4 Bath,
fully furnished apartment I .in-, Living room, equipped kitchen, breaklasi
bar and full si/c v, aslu-r dryer l.os.,te.l
offCantrell Ionian Coldwell Banker
Commercial I unkhouser REALTORS
(54014.14 5|50

[(Help Wanted]
.BARTENDING! S2.W D«> Pot™
"i*l No Experience Necessary Training Available (800»%5A520XT2I2
SUMMER JOB live and work on the
Outer Bantu (Nags Mead area) No*
hiring for all positions Visit www
nmorth com for nuwe informalion and
an application
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED: Virginia
P.-ol Services is n<m hiring lifeguards
al all level* for its community and
indoor pools in Prince William. Spol->Is.iin.i. Stafford and Ritppuhannock
eootfla (raining available hull &
Pan hme positions available w/ flexible
bowl tall «6tS422-7665 or 571/2484400. email vapsfr cixncasl net. i»r go
if w» v,i|HH)|service».comfor emplovmenl applicalion and lax forms (^~h
248-440

LIFEGUARD STAFF A
CASHIERS WANTED
Wesioser Swimming Pool in
Hamsonburg. Competitive wages
Afternoon, evening & weekend hours
Applications accepted until positions
are tilled. (340) 434-0517 for
information Ask for Brian

ATTENTION! Massanut.cn Resort
Kickoff Graduates Welcome Summer
|obs also .iv.iikiblc loi umtinuing -in
dents 20 sales representatives needed
for the best job in Hie Shenandoah Valley ' Show clients around our 5 star
resort and have fun! 45.000-50.000 +
per year Guaranteed training' l.'nbe
livable benefits' See for yourself Call
Victor now 540 2HVM|g or Buckley
vuto( 'i y||KM OM

BARTENIIINC; (LASSES j.ggersbar
lendmgschiH)! com summer job* great
money payment plans (540l 671 1202
SUMMER JOB IN NOVA
Do you like Ice Cream''
% I * hr The Kc Cream Catering ( ompany
S<oops2l com (571) 212-7184
Male Summer Camp Counselors. Wanted!
limber Ridge Camp is a coed, overnight
vamp in ihe Shenandoah Mlns of West
Virginia We are seeking fun. energetic
siafT for the summer Competitive pay,
travel allowance & lots ot fun'
800258 2267 ,« TRCAMPS COM
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Virginia
h
censed «* license eligible Masters or
doctorate preferred Duties include individual, group, and family psychotherapy
Program development and supers ision importunities are available for qualified candidates ror additional information see:
www newlif(-stylesnet/fobs Resume lo
540722-0223 or nladmin"fiewlitest>irs

DRIVER Shenandoah River Outfitters
Luray hinng drivers Must be able to lift
HS lbs. energetic, outgoing Able to work
Weekends Full & part lime.
800-6CANOE2 (540) 743 4119
OUTSIDE SALES AGENTS earn $150
to $250 a day No experience necessary
Will train America's #1 selling extreme
sports DVD scnes is looking for disinhu
tors and sales agent Call now. 888-2840888x221

WANTED:
HORSE
TRAIL
GUIDES WoodrtOM Meadows SU
We is looking for a few hard-working,
enthusiastic people. Must be willing
io work outside in any uealher condi
dm I v,.-ltent people skills required
Horse experience vlronglv preferred.
but will consider training the nghi
person Please call lo schedule inter
view (540)289-6152
EXTREME SPORTS AGENTS
NEEDED America's »' best selling
extreme sports DVD series looking
for distributors'

(Travel)
CAM U KRIUAV MU'TIQl'F l'<"
fcasl Ue Hvv v i J11 l.i.n Scvv Mattel
F.VI-.HVDAV in April 10* all do*
ing for JMl Icachcrs and st.iit uiili
II)
VISII wvvvv mytaMuilfnilayconi 540740.1700

NAM IIKA0 4 Mimlh Sludcra Sum
mcr Rentals. May Aug. MhlMMN
4livs,.m (2521 255*328

Earn 150-250 per day'
Call 888 284 0888 xtn 605

( Wanted ]
ArTS. WANTED Allention Gradual
inii Seniors We need apts to sublel
during ihe summer If your lease runs
through August please contact Bob
Wease 4.14-5919 (work) or 433-0092
Ihomei.

|( Services)|
TANDEM SKYDIVING! One Da>
hrst Jumps from 13,900*! 22 jumper
aircntfl. Student Discounts'
I iiit ('crtihcates! w ww skydiveorange
com (540) 94.V6587 (540) 9436587

Read
The
Breeze
every
Monday
and
Thursday!

The one & only

Anthony's Campus Pizza
Pick-up Specials
(540) 432-02(10
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

Pick-up Specials
i
i X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
i
' X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 ]
[ X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ,

STUDENT with business skills u- work
in local business upon graduation 540-

Congratulations to The Breeze's leaders for 2008-09.
Today is their first issue.

TIM CHAPMAN, Editor-in-Chief
ANNA YOUNG, Managing Editor
GREG GROVES, Student Advertising Manager
DIANA CHIU, Asst. Student Advertising Manager
NEWSROOM
News: Erik Landers and Ashton Smith
Sports: Matt McGovern and Wes Shaw
Opinion: Whitten Maher
Arts & Entertainment: Megan Williams and Kirsten Robinson
Copy Editors: Colleen McCarron and Amy Passaretti
Art Director: Brooke Hollabaugh
Photo Editor: Caroline Davis
Online Editor: Kimberly Seese

the

Breeze

Jome'i Madison University's Student Newspaper
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ADVERTISING
Executives: Hailey Adkisson, Kayla Campbell, Brittany Hanger,
Brock Hazen, Nicole Ort, Katelin Ostroski, Elliott Yousefian
Lead Designer: Fareine Suarez
Designers: Lind.sey Andrews, Joanna Cobb, Samantha DeMott,
Ariel Park, Jessica Schultz

14 Thursday, April 3, 2008 www.thebreeze.org

The Breeze
SPECTACLE

II Implored

SUPER CROSSWORD
n
■
.-•
■
■

15 Married Mile

<'l

ACROSS
I Reined
5 Speedometer abbr
8 Jaffe of "Ben Casey"

Dine i-

We Atwayt Use the
Frashe.u hinredients

•

22 Mare's morsel
23 Doris Day refrain
24 Sun of a remark

I [ LUNCH & DINNER BUFFET EVTRYDAY! 11

27 Exhausted
29 Move like mad
30 Discernment
31 Hosp. area
32 Acclaim

Nr>l

V.II.LI

FREE Egg Rolls*
FBEECombination Fried Rice*i
FR££_Genera\ Tso Chicken*

WMh

35 Like wormwood
36 Pan 2 of remark

45 Carnivorous plant

Delivery Call

CMPJ

I IMHIIMM I

J

DIVE RIGHT IN TO A CLASS AT MARYMOUNT!

SUMMER AT MU
IB
I Catch up
Complete those general education
requirements that you haven't been
able to tit in

I Get ahead
Focus on a specific coutse, especially
one that's challenging or maybe just
intriguing.

Check out MU s summer classes,
including Accounting, Biology,
Communications, Graphic Design,
Hearth and Human Performance,
or Psychology.

I Take the plunge
This summer, choose from four
condensed sessions with start dates
between May 12 and June 23.

(703)284-1500 • summerqmarymount.edu

www.marymount.edu/summer

■

■

■

''

u

■
■tat"

48 Euclid's home

in

52 Liverwurst or fruitcake

It*

53 Emulate Aladdin
55 Present for pop
56 Must-haves

IU
111

57 Underneath

■■

■■
If 10

1

.,.

■if

II,

H

■M

T

ni i ii

in

tn

■

■

i»

121 Tofu base

45 "-*T'('6lhil>

94 Playground game

61 Beardless dwarf

122 Litigated

46 Pianist Claudio
47 vis cans '

99 Moo vco's capital

63 Heraldic garment

DOWN

41 -Winjacket

97 George ol

64 Scavullo apparatus

1 To boot

50 Shcrpa site

Me"

67 Psychic Geller

2 Chicken -

51 Singer kiki

»X loony

68 Cruel treatment

3 Memo start

52 "Alice" spin iill

III! Huns! Ilerhie

69 Lacking principles
70 Savalas rote

4 Within view
5 Dennis, for one

54 Eliot's "Adam -"

102 Nobelist Andric

57 Ehud of Israel

103 Journalist Jacob

72 Fad

6 Solar •

58 Estrada i>r Satie

ItM "Armageddon" author

74 Mettle

7 Bee flat1

105 Berg Man

75 "The Chosen" author

8 "Duke "('77 song)

n I I IVrr Ooridt" author
60 Competent

61 See 7'.

107 OHM nl 'Gladiator"

62 King canine

109 l<l.mcllon-"('84
Mini

62 Heiss on the ice

'*> Hover Griffith
JUM

Shooi

LM

106ROM lover'

77 Swab

11 Braid

63 Pageant prop

80 High rails

12 Like a wet notidie

64 PaifOC'l concern

110 Wheel pan

81 Obligation

13 Diva Marlon

111 Chemical ending

82 California city

14 He's got a lot of pull

65 Plentiful
66 Timid

84 It's hardly aesthetic

15 Dewy

87 Opportunity to overeat

11- I mil the sum

16 Dull

70 Japanese port
71 Baseball's "Mast,a

89 One of the Osmonds

17 A great composer'

Mclvin"

90 Summer stinger

20 Cassidy or Koppel

91 Part 3 of remark
95 Dwell

25 Coal earner

72 Bel
73 Furrow

26 Restaurant freebie

75 Cop's target, tor short

98 Pansy part

28 "- ihe season . .

99 Actress Munson

32 Sicilian smoker

76 Glasgow girl
77 Saharan nalion

100 Modify

33 Tai-(martial artl

78 Algerian seaport

101 PanofMP

34 Emulate Pinocchio

79 Sudden pain

102 Uneven

35 William of "Hopalong

SI Health measure !

108 End of remark

Cassidy"

82 Comic Mori

113 Cartoonist Goldberg

36 Petite pest

83 - -di dil.

114 Menu phrase

37"-Marieen"('8l hlmi

115 Go down

38 Away from the wind

85 Basket ball's Patrick
86 Most melancholy

puzzle and
be sure to
vote in the
online poll at

116 Ruin

39 Gender

87 Suitable

thebreeze.org

117 Tennis pro Nastase

40 "Jude the Obscure"

88 LAX letters

author

91 Put the metal to the metal

41 Spring flower

92 Rita of "The King and I"
93 Vigor

118-Aviv

20 Oyster's home

42 Deere thing

Madison Manor
• On Bus Route
• Spcious Living
• Per Friendly

www.OffCampusHousing.com
QB**tor*X_JafrCofa*ij^or CowneretilOftotl^ndiinM^

■

59 City near Montpelier

119 Curtis of "Spanacus"

• Fireplaces
• Pool
• Tennis Courts

■BJ

■■

H
1

76 With 61 [Xtwn, "Juras.sic9 Deciduous tree
Park" star
10 2001, to Tiberius

i Test the waters

IT

■■

44 Herber of football

Olnnar To Oo - J3H-V993

-

rvj

■

■V

43 Khartoum's river

> May 3 2008

Hour: Sun.- rhurv 11 .i.m.-lu p.m.
1 i A «.n I I .i in 11 n n
i-w i:» i
I Si. 1*1 iJ

|

42 Stance

—an——

5S4-1922

if

19 Snobbery
21 I.VIM

^twtCHes*, ^xechH&n A. /Handart* CZ$4lsiMe

-

8™ IP"

10

l8TVVWhalsM> -'"

^|n * i.ili/inu In

W Orders Over 15.00
W/Ordor Over 25.OO
W/Order Over '35.00

r- r-r r-

And Oporated

Check out
the answers
to today's

COLDWIII
BANKIR
tOMMIRdAI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS
715 Port Republic ROM
Harmonburg VA 22801

434-5150

